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Abstract

A dose of 2 mSv close to the body surface of a pregnant woman is considered
by ICRP to assure a dose limit of 1 mSv to the foetus. Such an assumption
depends on the energy spectrum and composition of the external radiation
field and it was tested in radiation fields containing high-energy particles
similar to those found around high-energy particle accelerators and in air-craft.
Measurements of dose and dose equivalent were performed as a function of
wall thickness using a tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) in
radiation fields at the CERN-EU Reference Radiation Facility. Results are
presented both with respect to integral quantities and event size spectra. The
decrease in dose and dose equivalent at a depth equivalent to that of the foetus
was typically 10% in a high-energy stray radiation field and in the case of Pu-
Be source neutrons amounted to only 30%. It is concluded that it would be
prudent under such exposure conditions to limit the dose of a pregnant woman
to 1 mSv in order to assure that the dose to the foetus remains below the same
limit.
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Introduction

ICRP in their Recommendation 60 [1] not only recommend new dose limits of effective dose for
occupational exposure but propose supplementary values in the case of pregnant women in
order to protect the foetus. When pregnancy is declared it is recommended that the effective
dose from external radiation be limited to 2 mSv at the surface of the woman's abdomen (lower
trunk) for the remainder of the gestation period. ICRP considers that such a value will assure a
dose limit of 1 mSv to the foetus i.e. the same limit as that for members of the public. The
desired conservatism depends however on many factors such as the nature of the radiation, its
energy and the equilibrium condition of the radiation field which influences the attenuation or
possible build-up effects. Therefore, the assertion of the lower effective dose to the foetus when
limiting the dose at the surface may not be valid in all situations of occupational exposure. The
aim of this work is to investigate this issue by measuring the response of a tissue-equivalent
proportional counter (TEPC) in radiation fields of different composition and energy, changing
its wall thickness.
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Material and methods

The instrument used in this study is the HANDI type TEPC [2]. The counter was exposed with
its axis normal to the beam direction in the radiation fields either bare or covered with DELRIN
caps of 2, 5,10, 20, 50,100 mm, respectively. The measurements were performed :

A) with a 238Pu-Be source at CERN's new calibration facility having the following dimensions:
9 m long, 7.5 m wide and 3.76 m high. The room is surrounded by 20 cm thick concrete
walls [3]. The measurements were performed at a distance of 2 m from the source at a height of
2 m above the floor.

B) in a stray high-energy radiation field at the CERN-EU Reference Field Facility that has been
extensively described in earlier reports [4,5]. Secondary radiation is produced by the interaction
of 120 GeV/c hadrons on a copper target and the stray field is measured under 90 degrees
behind a shield of 80 cm of concrete.

C) in the high-energy radiation field, in direct view of the copper target mentioned under B. The
TEPC was placed near to the beam line 5 m downstream of the production target, but 50 cm
away from the beam axis to avoid the direct interaction of the primary beam with the detector.
The spectrum of both charged particles and neutrons in the measurement point contains a far
greater proportion of higher energies than that of condition B [6].



Results

A TEPC provides information about the local energy deposition in a small tissue volume of the
order of a fim presented as the lineal energy distribution, y, in keV/um These event size spectra
can be integrated to give the absorbed dose in tissue, D, but also be multiplied with appropriate
factors h(y) to provide dose equivalent distributions, y-h(y), and subsequently, following
integration, the dose equivalent H. Both D and H were measured under field conditions A, B
and C as a function of build-up cap thickness. Figure 1 and 2 present the results for absorbed
dose in tissue and dose equivalent as a function of absorber thickness as obtained with DELRIN
caps.

There is a decrease in absorbed dose with increasing cap thickness for irradiation conditions A
and B that is more pronounced for the neutrons from a 238Pu-Be source (about 30 % decrease of
D for 50 mm of DELRIN), than for the high-energy stray radiation field measured behind the
concrete shielding with about a 10 % decrease for a thickness of 100 mm. In case C where the
un-attenuated secondaries from the target hit directly the detector-cap assembly a build-up of
30 % in absorbed dose is observed for a cap of 100 mm.

For the source neutrons (A) the shape of the absorption curve as a function of depth with
respect to dose equivalent follows the one for absorbed dose. There is however practically no
decrease of dose equivalent with depth in the stray hadron field (B) with material thickness
although the absorbed dose decreases. It seems that in this case the decrease in absorbed dose is
compensated by the creation of more high-LET secondaries with depths. This effect is particu-
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larly pronounced for the unscattered radiation field (C) where the dose equivalent rises even at
a depth of 150 mm with the absorbed dose decreasing.

The increase in the number of high-LET secondaries with depths is confirmed looking at the
event size spectra. In figures 3 and 4 two extreme cases, the bare detector and the TEPC shielded
by 150 mm of DELRIN, have been selected for an illustration. The measured y-d(y) and y-h(y)
distributions for these two conditions are plotted against the lineal energy, y, for the radiation
field condition C. The number of events in the lineal energy range above 200keV/uxn has
dramatically increased for the shielded case.



Conclusions

The effect of wall thickness on the response of a HANDI-TEPC was investigated in three
different hadron fields. Assuming the thickness of the layer protecting the foetus to be of the
order of 50 g/cm2 it appears from the results in the realistic fields A and B that the observed
dose reduction is far less than a factor of two, even for thicknesses as high as 100 g/cm2.
Therefore, it would be prudent in the case of fast neutrons and irradiations in high-energy stray
fields to limit the effective dose of a pregnant woman to 1 mSv in order to assure that the dose
to the foetus stays below the same limit. In cases where there is no radiation equilibrium, the
measured dose increases with increasing material thickness, due to secondaries produced.

Hence, the assertion stating that 2 mSv at the surface of the pregnant woman's abdomen assures
half this dose limit to the foetus, should be used carefully, as it may not be valid in all exposure
conditions.
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Fig. 1: The ratio of absorbed dose D at a certain depth d to the absorbed dose without
build-up material. Squares are for 238Pu-Be neutrons (Condition A), points are for the
stray radiation spectrum (B) and stars are for the "in beam" condition (C).
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Fig. 2: The ratio of dose equivalent H at a certain depth d to the dose equivalent without
build-up material. Squares are for 238Pu-Be neutrons (Condition A), points are for the
stray radiation spectrum (B) and stars are for the "in beam" condition (C).
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Fig. 3: Event size spectra in absorbed dose and dose equivalent for the unscattered high-energy
beam as recorded by the bare HANDI TEPC.
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Fig. 4: Event size spectra in absorbed dose and dose equivalent for the unscattered high-energy
beam as recorded by the HANDI TEPC behind 150 mm of DELRIN.


